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Abstract. This paper illustrates the aero-elastic optimal design, the realization and the
verification of the wind tunnel scale model blades for the DTU 10 MW wind turbine model,
within LIFES50+ project. The aerodynamic design was focused on the minimization of the
difference, in terms of thrust coefficient, with respect to the full scale reference. From the
Selig low Reynolds database airfoils, the SD7032 was chosen for this purpose and a proper
constant section wing was tested at DTU red wind tunnel, providing force and distributed
pressure coefficients for the design, in the Reynolds range 30-250 E3 and for different angles
of attack. The aero-elastic design algorithm was set to define the optimal spanwise thickness
over chord ratio (t/c), the chord length and the twist to match the first flapwise scaled natural
frequency. An aluminium mould for the carbon fibre was CNC manufactured based on B-Splines
CAD definition of the external geometry. Then the wind tunnel tests at Politecnico di Milano
confirmed successful design and manufacturing approaches.

1. Introduction
Lifes50+ [1] project is an EU H2020 project which aims at proving cost effective technology for
floating substructures for 10MW wind turbines, at water depths greater than 50 m. The objective
is optimizing and qualifying, to a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 5, two innovative
substructure designs for 10MW wind turbines, as well as developing a streamlined and a key
performance indicator KPI based methodology for the evaluation and qualification process of
floating substructures. A series of substrucutures are going to be tested in wind tunnel and
ocean basin testing facilities as support platforms for a reference 10 MW wind turbine selected
to be the one developed by DTU [2].

In order to perform the wind tunnel tests a scale model of the reference turbine was designed
and constructed by the authors of this work, a good review of the similar past projects related
to offshore wind turbine testing could be found in [3]. In this document it is highlighted
that the main limitation in the rotor scaling procedure is the impossibility of matching the
Reynolds number. A deep analysis of the scaling effect can be found in [4] regarding previous
activities at Politecnico di Milano wind tunnel, this work deals with the definition of a procedure
for aeroelastic model design, good results, in term of thrust and torque value matching were
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obtained, as well as a correctly scaled blade structural behaviour also considering bend-twist
scaling [5].

A further study on the scaling effect of the turbine rotor aerodynamics was carried out
by Make [6] from TUDelft, the author found, both numerically and experimentally, that the
Reynolds discrepancy caused a different behaviour of the model scale rotor. Make found that,
by adjusting the chord length by an increment of 25%, the model rotor with the chord increment
matched scaled thrust but not the power output value.

Similar results were obtained by DTU in [7], also in this case the rotor blades were
geometrically adjusted in order to overcome the Reynolds scaling limit which, together with
the use of low Reynolds airfoil and turbulence generators allowed to obtain good results for the
rotor aerodynamic performances.

The Reynolds scaling problem is even more important when dealing with offshore related
testing, in this case Froude scaling is mandatory [3], worsening further the Reynolds mismatch.
For this reason Lifes50+ projects implements a novel experimental approach to test floating
wind turbines, with the main goal to overcome Froude scaling issues. The approach consists in
the Hardware-In-The-Loop hybrid testing approach where the motion of the scale model being
tested is given simulated in real-time with a 6 DoF robot [?, 9].

This paper illustrates the aero-elastic optimal design, the realization and the verification of
the wind tunnel scale rotor of the DTU 10 MW wind turbine, with offshore wind application
purpose

2. Scaling of the reference design
The DTU 10 MW was firstly designed in the framework of the Light Rotor project in 2012 [11],
starting from the upscaling of the reference 5MW turbine from NREL [12]. Later the Light
Rotor project design evolved in the nowadays public available reference design from the DTU
wind energy department. The DTU 10 MW is very often used as reference design in numerous
research activities related to wind energy development, ranging from wind farm optimization to
offshore wind turbine simulation or also for numerical tools benchmark and testing.

The first step of model design was the comparison between the turbine specifications and the
Polimi Wind Tunnel (GVPM) [13] test section dimension and flow performances. The GVPM
is a closed circuit facility with two tests rooms: a 4x4m high speed low turbulence and a 14x4m
low speed boundary layer test section. The high speed section is characterized from very low
turbulence, Iu < 0.15%, and high speed, max velocity 55 m/s, in the low speed section the
turbulence index is higher, Iu < 2%, with a reduced maximum velocity, 15 m/s. The low speed
section has the relevant dimension of 36m length, 14m width and 4m height, allowing for very
large scale wind engineering simulations, useful for civil engineering application or low blockage
aerodynamic related tests. Trying to avoid an excessive difficult miniaturization of the turbine
model components the wind tunnel tests are performed in the low speed section.

In Eq. 1 the scale factor is defined as the ratio between a general DTU 10 MW turbine
parameter and the corresponding wind tunnel model parameter.

λ =
preference
pmodel

(1)

Usually in wind tunnel testing the model design is based on the dimensional analysis
technique, so that a series on non-dimensional group are usually taken into account, the most
used are the Reynolds number, Froude Number, Strouhal Number, Cauchy number, etc. Usually
the length scale, λL, is defined from simple considerations about the wind tunnel dimension,
then one of the non-dimensional group is selected to be kept fixed from full scale to model scale.
The choice is made considering which are the most important parameters that influence tests
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results, for example Reynolds number have a strong influence in streamlined body aerodynamics
or Froude number strongly affects aeroelastic response of slender structure like bridges.

Lifes50+ project goal is the simulation of floating system dynamics, this enforces the Froude
scaling in order to correctly reproduce the hydrodynamic effect on the floater motion [3]. The
HIL approach of using actuators to simulate the hydrodynamics behaviour of the turbine
substrucure permits to overcome Froude matching constraint allowing for a free selection of
the velocity scale, λV .

For this particular project the λL has to be selected in the range: 70 − 90, the lower limit
comes from the maximum wind tunnel model diameter of 2.5 m, this ensures that the blade tip
is far enough from the tunnel ceiling and floor during the rotor revolution, thus avoiding the
wall boundary layer. The higher limit avoid to have an excessive miniaturization of the model
components.

The λV has a fixed range of possible values: 1.5− 3 due to a comparison between the cut out
speed, 25 m/s of the DTU 10 MW and the maximum wind tunnel speed, 15 m/s.

A discrete number of possible combinations for the scales were evaluated, a good compromise
was found in λL = 75 and λV = 2. Once defined the length and velocity scales, the scales of the
principal physical quantities could be derived from dimensional analysis. Table 1 reports the
most important scaled turbine characteristics.

Table 1: Wind Tunnel Model turbine specifications

Parameter value units scale

Cut in wind speed 2 m/s λV = 2
Cut out wind speed 12.5 m/s λV = 2
Rated wind speed 5.7 m/s λV = 2
Rotor Diameter 2.37 m λL = 75

Maximum Rotor Speed 360 rpm λf = λLλV
−1 = 37.5

Rotor Mass 0.54 kg λM = λL
3 = 4.22 · 105

Beside the value in the table the blade design aims of matching as close as possible the
scaled value for the turbine aerodynamic thrust and torque. It is worth mentioning that, since
this scaled design is related to the study of a floating system, the thrust matching is of higher
importance since the flaoting system dynamic more influnced by thrust than torque [7].

3. Wind Tunnel Model blade design Input
In this scenario, the main goals in the blade design can be summarized as follows:

• matching the reference thrust coefficient

• matching the scaled first blade flapwise frequency

• matching the scaled blade weight

It is pretty clear that the blade design is challenging both from an aerodynamic and a
structural point of view. The blade has to be aero-elastically scaled from the reference one,
the input of the scaling process are described in this section.

3.1. Reference Design Input
The DTU 10 MW value regarding the turbine blade are publicly available, e.g. the chord, twist
angle and relative thickness.

The reference and model turbine operational parameters are reported in Table 2, as
combinations of wind speed, V, rotor rotational speed, Ω and Tip Speed Ratio, TSR (TSR =
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Ω ·R/V ). The model wind speed operational value are reduced by λV and the model rotational
speed is reduced by λV /λL this ensure that the TSR remains constant when scaling to wind
tunnel dimension. Constraining the reference and model turbine of having the same values of
TSR ensures to have the same aerodynamic kinematics, as it is going to be discussed in detail
further on.

Table 2: Wind turbine operational parameters, V (m/s), Ω (RPM) and TSR (-)

V(10MW) Ω(10MW) TSR(10MW) V(model) Ω(model) TSR(model)

4.0 6.0 14.0 2.0 225.0 14.0
8.0 6.4 7.5 4.0 240.9 7.5
11.0 8.8 7.5 5.5 331.4 7.5
16.0 9.6 5.6 8.0 360.0 5.6
20.0 9.6 4.5 10.0 360.0 4.5
24.0 9.6 3.7 12.0 360.0 3.7

The 10 MW blade has a mass of 41.716 kg that leads to a scaled mass of about 0.1 kg, also
the strucutural perfmances of the DTU 10MW blade are reported in Table 3.

Table 3: Reference structural permanences

Mode reference frequency (Hz) scaled frequency (Hz)

1st flap mode 0.61 22.87
1st edge mode 0.93 34.87
2nd flap mode 1.74 65.25
2nd edge mode 2.76 103.50

3.2. Model Airfoil
One of the most critical aspect in the model blade design is the airfoil selection, as a matter
of fact the main limitation in reproducing the reference aerodynamic performances is related to
the Reynolds number reduction when working at wind tunnel scales.

In Eq 2, ρ is the air density, U is the wind speed, c is the blade chord length and µ is the
air dynamic viscosity. The scale factor for Reynolds number is therefore defined as λRe = λLλV
equal to 150 (i.e. the wind tunnel Reynolds is 150 times smaller the the full scale one). This
could result in a completely different aerodynamic behaviour of the blade profile at model scale.

Re =
ρ · U · c
µ

ΛRe = ΛUΛL

(2)

The Reynolds discrepancy forces to use different airfoil shape than the one used by DTU.
In particular the authors choice went on the SD70xx airfoil family from the Selig-Donovan
low Reynolds database [14]. From similar previous experience [7], the selected airfoil was the
SD7032, Fig.1 reports the model airfoil shape and the DTU 10MW blade tip one. The SD7032
has a thickness, i.e. the airfoil extension in y direction, of roughly 10% while the FFA-W3-
240 thickness is 24%. The lower thickness leads to limited structural performances but it also
makes the airfoil less sensible to flow separation at low Reynolds value conditions, like the ones
encountered in the wind tunnel testing.
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Figure 1: Model airfoil (SD7032, solid line) and reference airfoil (FFA-W3-240, dashed line)
shapes

The aerodynamc coefficients for the SD7032 for Reyndolds numbers equal to 100E3 and
300E3 are avaible in [14]. However, In order to obtain more dense Reynolds dependency data
a new series of wind tunnel tests were performed on a 2D section model of the airfoil. The 2D
sectional model is 497mm span-wise long and 130mm chord-wise long and it was manufactured
with the same carbon fiber technology used for the turbine blade final model, this ensures the
correct reproduction of surface finish effect on the airfoil pefomances, as well as in terms of
trailing edge effective thickness.

Tests were carried out at the red wind tunnel facility located at the Lyngby DTU campus
(Denmark).

Two aerodynamic coefficients were measured:

• blade section lift coefficient, Cl, data from the pressure taps drilled in the blade surface

• blade section drag coefficient, Cd, data from wake rake pressure (the wake rake was present
in the DTU wind tunnel and it was placed downstream the model at around 5 chord length)

A total of eight Reynolds number were tested, Re=[50E3; 60E3; 75E3;100E3; 125E3; 150E3;
200E3; 250E3]. Fig. 2 shows the obtained aerodynamic coefficient for SD7032 used in the
aerodynamic design of the model blade, for different Reynolds numbers, more details about the
sectional tests can be found in [15].
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Figure 2: SD7032 lift and drag coefficient from DTU red wind tunnel test

Only the SD7032 was tested since it is the only one used in the model blade design.
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3.3. Model manufacturing process
In order to match as good as possible, the scaled value for the blade mass and structural response,
(i.e. scaled modal frequency) it was decided to employ high performances carbon fiber composite
for the model production. The adopted design is quite simple, the blade section is composed of
only carbon fiber layer for a total thickness of 0.26 mm. The external shape was guaranteed by
the mould thanks to the internal pressure exerted by one balloon that inflates from the inside
and it is removed after the autoclave process is completed.

4. Design process
Standard turbine rotor design procedures are based on the blade element approach [16, 17],
starting from the hypothesis of no radial dependency of the results the design is carried out for
each blade section independently. The developed procedure for the wind tunnel model design,
herein reported starts from the same blade element approach but instead of merely maximising
the rotor aerodynamic performances, i.e. power efficiency, the design objective is the matching of
a few selected parameters of the reference full scale turbine. The design optimization loop could
be divided in two well separated part. The aerodynamic and the structural part are carried out
in tandem and combined within an iterative loop, until the design reaches an optimal solution.

4.1. Aerodynamic design
The aerodynamic design deals with the definition of the chord and twist value distribution of the
model blade. In order to match the DTU 10MW scaled thrust value, it is necessary to match
the scaled lift value along the blade, since in common working condition, the section normal
load, Pn, is generated almost entirely by the section lift, as in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Blade section velocities and loads

The wind tunnel model is successfully designed if the model section lift Lwtm equals the scaled
reference one, L10MW , along the entire blade span, Eq 3.

L10MW

Λ2
V ΛL

= Lwtm (3)

So that it is necessary to consider section lift matching and same working condition for the
reference and the model turbine (i.e. same TSR).

The flow angle at full scale and model scale must be exactly the same. It is well accepted [16]
to consider the induction factor of the wake, a and a’ in Fig. 3, only influenced by the lift force
and TSR. Thus it is possible to define an unique flow angle φ for both the reference and the
model turbine, Eq.4. For the model design it was considered the same pitch angle, θ, of the
reference turbine and two different twist angles, β10MW and βwtm, the angle of attack, AOA, α
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is defined consequently in Eq.4.

α10MW = φ− (θ + β10MW )

αwtm = φ− (θ + βwtm)
(4)

the Eq.5 comes from the substitution of the lift value in Eq.3 with the lift coefficient, Cl, times
the air dynamic pressure, 0.5ρV 2.

0.5ρ

(
V

λV

)2

Cl10MW (α10MW )
c10MW

λL
= 0.5ρV 2Clwtm(αwtm)cwtm (5)

The Eq.5 is simplified in Eq.6.

Cl10MW (φ− (θ + β10MW ))
c10MW

λL
= Clwtm(φ− (θ + βwtm))cwtm (6)

For pitch regulated turbines in standard working condition it is reasonable to consider that the
blade is working far from stall for the most part of its length. Therefore the blade is in the linear
aerodynamic region and the lift coefficient can be well approximated with a linear curve with a
Kl slope and Cl0 zero value, Eq.7.

Cl10MW (α10MW ) = Kl10MW · α10MW + Cl010MW

Clwtm(αwtm) = Klwtm · αwtm + Cl0wtm

(7)

Where Kl is the lift coefficient first derivative in respect to the angle of attack in the airfoil
linear region and Cl0 is the lift coefficient value at null angle of attack.

Substituting this in Eq.5 the first aerodynamic constraint equation is found, Eq.8

(Kl10MW ·(φ−(θ+β10MW ))+Cl010MW ) · c10MW

λL
= (Klwtm ·(φ−(θ+βwtm))+Cl0wtm) ·cwtm (8)

Also the lift derivative in respect to the flow angle, φ, is imposed to be matched by the model
design, in Eq.9.

Kl10MW · c10MW

λL
= Klwtm · cwtm (9)

This is done in order to ensure that the usteady behaviour of the turbine is well reproduced
by the model since the turbine is also going to be tested for usteady condition [18]. Moreover it
is reasonable to consider that, at first approximation, the unsteady behaviour of an aerodynamic
body function of the first derivatives of the drag and lift curves calculated around the staedy
angle of attack [19].

The Eq.8 and Eq.9 can be rearranged in the system equation 10 from which the model chord
and twist are computed along the entire blade span.

cwtm =
c10MW

λL
· Kl10MW

Klwtm

βwtm = β10MW −
Cl010MW

Kl10MW
+
Cl0wtm

Klwtm

(10)

In Fig. 4 the model airfoil, SD7032, is compared with the DTU 10MW tip airfoil, FFA-W3-
240 in terms of lift coefficient Cl versus angle of attack, for the range -2 + 9. The lift slope for
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the DTU airfoil is higher than the model one, thus the ratio Kl10MW /Klwtm is greater than one
which implies a model chord bigger than the geometric scaled reference one.

Fig. 5 shows the the chord and twist design for the DTU 10MW model, Fig. 5a reports the
ratio between the model chord and the scaled reference value, Fig. 5b reports the difference
between model twist and the reference one. The dashed line are the raw calculation output,
the calculation results near the root region were discarded since calculation output seemed
inconsistent by visual inspection. Also the tip region design has been simplified to a constant
chord and pitch variation also due to manufacturing issues. The chord output was also
interpolated with a cubic smoothing spline.
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Figure 5: RAW and corrected output of Eq.10 as function of the non-dimensional blade station

4.2. Structural design
The aerodynamic design defined the chord and twist distribution along the blade span. The
remaining degree of freedom is the blade cross section relative thickness (t/c) distribution.
There are two constraints in the blade relative thickness definition:

• t/c at the blade tip is equal to the nominal t/c of the SD7032 airfoil (t/c=10%)

• t/c must converge to 100% at the blade root to match the circular root section

The blade t/c is defined in three different regions reported in Fig. 6. Region I is the root
region where the blade has a circular cross-section, region III is the tip region, where the cross-
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section is the SD7032 profile and lastly in the transition region II the cross-section must converge
from the circular shape to the SD7032 shape.
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Figure 6: Model blade t/c definition

The extension of region I was defined by technological constraints, in particular a machined
aluminium component has to be glued to blade root in order to allow for the blade assembly.
The remaining parameter is the transition region extension, lII . This dimension has a great
impact in the structural performance of the blade, it is obvious that higher lII means higher
model blade stiffness for since the second moment of area of the circular section greater than
the SD7032 one.

The lII length has been numerically optimized in order to ensure the matching of the first
scaled flapwise blade frequency (Table 3). A Matlab R© implemented beam FEM model code
was iteratively ran until the correct first flapwise blade modal frequency. The FEM model is
discretized by 193 beam elements, for each one the correspondent properties of blade section is
assigned, the model is constrained as a cantilever beam in order to compute the modal analysis.

Figure 7: Definition of the blade structural principal axes (not in scale).

As reported In Fig. 7, from a structural point of view, the blade section is characterized by:

• EJ1(N ·m2) bending stiffness about the first principal axis, flapwise direction

• EJ2(N ·m2) bending stiffness about the second principal axis,edgewise direction

• XE(m) elastic section center

• ν(rad) principal axes orientation in respect to the chord line

• m(kg/m) mass per unit length

At this design phase the blade was considered made only by unidirectional high modulus carbon
fiber layer aligned with the blade radial direction. Discarding the anisotropy in the material the
elastic modulus and density of the carbon fiber was taken from standard commercially available
data, E = 135MPa, ρ = 1560kg/m3, one layer of carbon fiber was considered for a total of
thickness of 0.26mm. Knowing the material properties and thickness and considering the blade
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chord and twist output from the aerodynamic design the blade section mechanical propertites
are easily computed, see [16] for theoretical details.

Once the lII length is optimized, the t/c blade profile is completely defined, the last phase of
the structural design is the recalculation of the blade section shape and aerodynamic coefficient.
In region I and region III the section shape and aerodynamic are perfectly known, being
respectively equal to the circular section and SD7032 section. In region II the section shape
and aerodynamic coefficients are calculated as function of the radial position from simple linear
interpolation based on the t/c local value. In Fig. 8 the section shape and lift coefficient is
shown for four different, sample, radial blade positions.
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Figure 8: Blade shape ad lift coefficient at different radial position and t/c

4.3. Design Loop
The aerodynamic and structural design are part of an iterative loop the step of which could be
summarize as:

(i) Compute model airfoil Klwtm and Cl0wtm from model section lift coefficient

(ii) Calculate model chord and twist from Eq.10

(iii) Estimate section mechanical properties

(iv) Optimize lII for blade flapwise frequency

(v) Update blade section shape and lift coefficient and loop from (i)

The design is considered finished when the lII variation from one iteration to the following is
below a 5% threshold. Fig. 9 shows the output of four subsequent iterations, the design starts
from the DTU 10MW reference value for chord, twist and t/c then the optimized solution is
computed, it is visible how the chord grows higher than the fullscale reference, in particular near
the maximum chord position, the twist is almost equally reduced along the blade by a couple of
degrees and the t/c curve goes faster to the tip airfoil thickness than the 10MW one.

4.4. Blade shape export to CAD file
From the chord, twist and t/c distributions the blade shape is entirely known, at first step
the blade is generated as a point cloud generated by 721 point at 193 different blade radial
position. From the point cloud using a 3D B-Spline space interpolation the blade shape was
exported to iges file format based on a in-house Matlab R© blades converter in order to maake
the manufacturing process easier.
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Figure 9: Output of the design algorithm at different iteration loop as chord, twist and t/c value
vs the non dimensional blade radial position

5. Blade production
From the blade CAD file a CNC machined mould has been realized, Fig. 10a. A first blade
prototype, Fig. 10b, was realized with prepreg using a vaucuum bag oven process, the mould
is divided in two part that are the pressure and suction side of the blade, the blade layers are
placed in the mould and pushed against the mould surface with an inflated plastic balloon.
This first blade prototype was made with a different carbon fiber specifications compared to the
output of the aeroelastic design, this since the first set of tests, linked to LIFES50+ deliverable
3.1 (Dev3.1) [1], had the main purpose of characterizing the aerodynamic behaviour only, for
this tests the elastic response was not of primary interest.

(a) aluminium mould (b) carbon fiber blades

Figure 10: blade manufacturing

At the time of writing this paper, the aeroelastic blades are being manufactured according
to the optimal design specification.

6. Wind tunnel tests and conclusion
Fig.11 shows the results of the wind tunnel model compared to the scaled DTU 10MW
performance in terms of thrust and torque. The agreement on the thrust force is excellent
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for all the tested conditions, the maximum thrust force, ∼ 70N , is well reproduced by the
turbine model. Also the torque matching, that was not the main model target, is very good up
to the rated condition, only at the 8 m/s point there is a lower wind tunnel torque than the
reference value.
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Figure 11: Wind tunnel model (wtm) test results compared with the reference scaled DTU
10MW performances

However the rotor used during the presented tests adopted a manual pitch regulation
mechanism that made not possible a fine adjustment of blade pitch angle. Ongoing developement
of the turbine hub design [20] will be adopting harmonic drive actuators connected to the
blade root allowing an angular position resolution in the order of hundredths of degree. The
improvement in the pitch precision will allow to refine the matching of the reference curve. Thus,
depending on the application, the most interesting parameter to be matched could be the rotor
thrust or torque, e.g. for floating turbine testing is the thrust or for wind farm efficiency is the
torque.

In conclusion, the design of the wind tunnel rotor was satisfactory in terms of the
aerodynamics performance, in particular considering that the main target of the design was
the matching of the DTU 10MW thrust curve.

A further ongoing improvement of the turbine model is related to the blade structural
characterization, the first blade prototype adopted in this tests does not follow exactly the
specification from the optimal design, since only the aerodynamic performances were the
objective of this first test session. By the time of this writing the aeroelastic version of the
blade are being manufactured with more strict technological specifications regarding the fiber
layup orientation and thickness. Afterwards the modal response will be measured in order to
characterize the dynamic properties of manufactured blades.
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